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Electricity, Internet, Bitcoin, Digitalization,
Dollar Dominance

Rising Tide Favors Bitcoin vs. Broad Cryptos

Performance: Bloomberg Galaxy Cypto Index (BGCI)
March +21%, 2021 to April 5: +140%
Bitcoin March +30%, 2021 +104%
(Bloomberg Intelligence) -- Bitcoin adoption has become
more sudden than gradual and is likely to accelerate, as we
see it, underpinning its price for the foreseeable future and
magnifying the dollar's dominance as the reserve currency.
Baseline support has risen toward $50,000 in Bitcoin, with
$40,000 representing more extreme downside risk.
Resistance around $60,000 is eroding with volatility. Visa,
Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley have notably embraced
the digitalization of money, buoying the process of Bitcoin
replacing gold as the global digital-reserve asset.
Even with speculative excess in the broader crypto market,
we believe Bitcoin is less prone to a sustained trip up. The
imminent launch of Bitcoin-oriented U.S. exchange-traded
funds is another bullish underpinning.

Resting Bitcoin Bull
Bitcoin Fills the Digital Reserve-Asset Need in Low-Yield
World. Adoption iterations for Bitcoin have entered a unique
state of human nature that supports the crypto's ascent, in
our view. Money managers reluctant to cross the Rubicon
and allocate at least a small portion of funds may be at risk as
Bitcoin simply does more of the same, advancing in price
amid unprecendented low interest rates and elevated
equities.

This scenario has switched the focal point of our 2021
analysis toward more-technical indicators from a wider range
of fundamental and on-chain metrics in the past few years. A
more likely 2Q scenario is to breach $60,000 resistance and
head toward $80,000. A backup toward $40,000 support is
less likely, in our view.
Ethereum $2,000 and Bitcoin $60,000 Resistance.
Around the same ratio since 3Q18, the second most
significant crypto by market cap -- Ethereum (ETH) -- is a
bullish proxy for Bitcoin. ETH sustaining above $2,000 and
new highs has greater implications for Bitcoin, as we see it.
The primary platform for crypto tokens, decentralized finance
(DeFi) and exchanges (DEXs), ETH has a good history of
providing Bitcoin guidance, notably from round numbers.
ETH holding support at about $100 coincided with Bitcoin
and broad-market bottoms in 2018 and during the 1Q20
swoon.
Bitcoin Upper Hand vs. Ethereum

Bitcoin Support Base Rising to $50,000. Little changed
near $58,000 for over a month, Bitcoin appears to be a bull
market resting for the next leg of its stair-step rally. Its 20week moving average has advanced above $40,000 for the
first time. Juxtaposed is the downward slope of the broader
market, as measured by the Bloomberg Galaxy Crypto Index
vs. the Bitcoin price. Adoption of the benchmark crypto as a
global reserve asset has crossed the mainstream threshold,
as we see it, and the market tide is rising.

When ETH breached $1,000 at the start of 2021, it marked
similar for Bitcoin above $30,000. We see Ethereum as more
highly correlated with fintech and the Nasdaq 100 Stock
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Index, and believe it's less likely to compete with Bitcoin as a
global digital-reserve asset.
Bitcoin Set for More of the Same – Appreciation. The
technical outlook for Bitcoin in 2021 remains strongly
upward, if past patterns repeat. Common companions for
strong annual rallies in the first-born crypto -- low volatility
and halvings -- are aligned favorably. Our graphic depicts
Bitcoin on similar ground as the roughly 55x gain in 2013 and
15x in 2017. To reach price extremes akin to those years in
2021, the crypto would approach $400,000, based on the
regression since the 2011 high. In September, 180-day
volatility on the crypto about matched the all-time low from
October 2015. From that month's average price, Bitcoin
increased a little over 50x to the peak in 2017.
Bitcoin Rhyme With 2013, '17 Peaks About $400,000

The year after a supply cut (halving) is what 2021 has in
common with 2017 and 2013, along with subdued volatility.
Initial support is around the 2021 average price of $44,000 to
March 25.
Tesla May Mark Bitcoin Shift Toward Risk-Off. The world's
largest automaker by market cap -- Tesla -- allocating some
of its wealth to Bitcoin may indicate an inflection point
favoring the crypto. Rising equity riches partially diversifying
into Bitcoin is logical, in our view. A potential next test of the
crypto's maturation process is how it performs when the
stock market slides. Our graphic depicts the price of Tesla
dropping about 25%, vs. a 35% rise for Bitcoin from the initial
allocation announcement to March 25. Consolidation
between about $40,000-$60,000 is building a base for the
next leg of the rally, as we see it.
The rule of money flowing to where it's treated best appears
to be an enduring tailwind for Bitcoin. If one of the most
significant members of the S&P 500 keeps sinking, we see
underpinnings improving for the potential global digital
store-of-value.

Inflection Point? Bitcoin vs. Tesla

Bitcoin Taking the Gold
Bitcoin Replacing Old-Guard Gold Is More Sudden Than
Gradual. The adage that money flows to where it's treated
best describes what we see as firming underpinnings for the
price of Bitcoin. It's not necessarily bearish for gold, which is
backing into layers of support below $1,700 an ounce, but
most indicators show a shifting global tide that favors the
nascent digital currency as a reserve asset.
Digital vs. Analog: Bitcoin's Upper Hand. Bitcoin's
relationship to gold is similar to 2016, when the metal
peaked just below $1,400 an ounce and the crypto launched
toward its 2017 peak. A key difference this time is that Bitcoin
is rising in value and less speculative, underpinned by
greater adoption. It was the world's largest automaker by
market cap (Tesla) announcing the diversification of some of
its equity wealth into the crypto that allowed Bitcoin to
breach $40,000 resistance. Our graphic shows the upwardsloping four-quarter moving average just below $40,000,
indicating its transition to support.
What's to Stop Bitcoin From Replacing Gold?

Gold exchange-traded-fund holdings have peaked with a
velocity of decline similar to the 28% price drop in 2013.
Juxtaposed is Bitcoin gaining mainstream adoption and a
strengthening foundation from volatility reaching new lows
vs. gold in 2020.
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2020 a Strong Foundation for Bitcoin vs. Gold. Volatility
and ETF flows indicate the Bitcoin price is in the early days of
appreciating vs. gold. Our graphic shows two milestones
from 2020 in support of a rising ratio -- 260-day volatility on
the crypto reached the lowest ever vs. the metal, and gold
ETF holdings peaked from a record high. Similar conditions
in 2016 preceded Bitcoin's breakout from 1-to-1 vs. the perounce price of gold. About 10x in this ratio held resistance
until December.

Key 2021 Theme - Bitcoin Joining 60/40 Mix

Indicators Point to Rising Bitcoin-to-Gold Ratio

Bitcoin Leaving Exchanges a Sign of Demand. Markets are
about buyers vs. sellers, and Bitcoin risks lean toward further
price appreciation, if the amount of the crypto readily
available to trade is a guide. Our graphic depicts the
percentage of Bitcoin held on exchanges well below the
peak from 2020, which marked a selling extreme. The
patterns in this dataset from Coinmetrics suggest the Bitcoin
price will gain elevated risk of sellers dominating buyers
when the amount of the crypto held on exchanges exceeds
the previous high. That's what happened around the price
high in 2017.
In addition to plenty of maturation potential for nascent
Bitcoin, the crypto has a clear edge that should further
pressure its volatility vs. gold's -- Bitcoin supply is fixed.
Mainstream adoption and higher prices are increasing
depth, which suppresses volatility and risk measures.
Ballooning Publicly Traded Crypto Assets. Akin to looking
back at 2020 as an inflection year for mainstream adoption
of Bitcoin, we see rising potential for 2021 to mark a
migration milestone into traditional investment portfolios.
Publicly traded cryptocurrency funds' assets, dominated by
Bitcoin, have surged to almost $60 billion as of March 25
from less than $10 billion in October. Growth has been driven
by both rising inflows and skyrocketing prices for the funds'
underlying holdings. A U.S. Bitcoin ETF, on the back of
recent launches in Canada, would likely accelerate
expansion.
We see a rising tide from institutions and individual investors
lifting Bitcoin. It appears the narrative has tilted toward
allocating a small portion of assets toward the crypto vs. the
risks of missing out on the potential for Bitcoin becoming the
global benchmark digital asset.

Few Signs of Bitcoin Holders Looking to Sell

The 2015-17 bull run peaked around the time more Bitcoins
were moved back on exchanges than the previous high from
2016. Our takeaway from this metric is that buyers are taking
Bitcoins off exchanges and moving into longer-term storage,
some earning interest.
Digital Gold Pushing Aside the Old Guard. Gold will
always have a place in jewelry and coin collections, but most
indicators point to an accelerating pace of Bitcoin replacing
the metal as a store of value in investor portfolios. Bitcoin's
fundamental and technical underpinnings are improving
while gold's deteriorate. Our graphic depicts total known
gold ETF holdings peaking at about the same time Bitcoin
180-day volatility reached the lowest ever vs. the metal in
November. The breach of the 10x Bitcoin to an ounce of gold
ratio is similar to when the 1x threshold was exceeded in
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2017.

Technical, Fundamentals Support Bitcoin vs. Gold

Gold is fighting a battle with Bitcoin, which can earn 6-8% in
crypto savings accounts and is well on its way to becoming a
global reserve asset in a digital world. Rising real yields are a
headwind for gold prices, but less so for Bitcoin, still in its
price-discovery stage.

In dollar-volume terms, as measured by CoinMarketCap,
Tether is the dominant stable coin and the world's most
widely traded cryptocurrency. There are numerous other
digital dollars. USD Coin (USDC), recently included in Visa's
payment network, is No. 2 in market cap.
Crypto Rising Tide - Payments to Merchants.
CoinPayments data confirm the rapid adoption of crypto
payments to merchants into everyday life. Global crypto
payments leaped toward $1.6 billion in 1Q. To minimize
distortions from Covid-19 lockdowns that began about a year
ago, we show the four-quarter average increased about 60%
to just over $1 billion from $640 million in 1Q20. Less affected
by rising prices of the primary coins measured (Bitcoin,
Ethereum and Litecoin), crypto payments reflect a shift
toward digitalization with the onset of the pandemic. Unlike
credit card payments, which can reduce merchant net
revenue 2-3%, crypto-transaction fees are typically much
lower.
Digitalization & Crypto Payment Proliferation

Digitalization of Dollars
Dollar's Digital Dominance Eclipsing China Yuan Global
Adoption. Bitcoin going mainstream tops the crypto-market
headlines in 2021, but the increasing dominance of the dollar
is equally significant. Organic adoption of the world's reserve
currency in the digital ecosystem affirms the greenback's
expanding global footprint, despite the shrinking U.S.
portion of world GDP, notably vs. China.
The Dollar Is Dominating Digital Currencies. There's little
to stop the most consistent trends in crypto assets -- rising
trading volume and the proliferation of stable coins tracking
the dollar. Akin to development of the Internet, we expect
the progression to accelerate, with increasing regulation.
Our graphic depicts dollar-value 10-day average trading
volume of the top stable coin -- Tether -- surpassing Bitcoin
almost two years ago. What's notable is the near-linear shape
of increasing trading of digital dollars.
Rising Tide of Digital Dollar Trading Volume

CoinPayments' data include stable coins, a small percentage
of the total.
Tether Is Currency to Bitcoin's Digital Gold. The fact that
the market cap and volume of the world's top stable coin -Tether -- have increased about 10x while under scrutiny from
U.S. regulators suggests acceptance of digital currencies -notably U.S. dollars. Increasing market cap suggests the
marketplace wants a digital version of the greenback and is
an indication of the rising tide for crypto assets, in our view.
A key inflection point for Bitcoin and the crypto market was
April 2019, when New York's attorney general announced an
investigation into Tether. After some brief volatility, the
stable coin bounced back to its 1-to-1 peg vs. the dollar and
its market cap and volume resumed their upward march.
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Rising Crypto Tide, Digital Dollars in Demand

Our bias has generally been bullish Bitcoin since. If Tether
faces more scrutiny, it should enhance the value of Bitcoin,
which is no one's project or liability.

Grayscale Bitcoin Trust - Bull or Bear?

Sustaining below this mean may be an indication of a deeper
correction, but the about 14% discount vs. the average
premium closer to 36% since the trust's inception in 2015
seems a bit extreme. Buyers of GBTC may make up for that
extra discount, notably if the trust converts to an exchangetraded-fund format when approved by the SEC.
Bitcoin Still Outpacing Tesla. The continued
outperformance of Bitcoin vs. Tesla is a key narrative that we
expect for 2021. Despite dropping from a premium to a
steep discount, GBTC, the world's primary on-exchange
instrument tracking the crypto, has outpaced Tesla by almost
50% so far this year. Since the February announcement that
the automaker was allocating some of its wealth to Bitcoin,
Tesla is down about 25% vs. the crypto's almost 35% gain.
Fundamentally, it makes sense for the world's largest
automaker by market cap to diversify its treasury, and we see
solid underpinnings for the Bitcoin price to continue rising
vs. Tesla.
Volatility Indicates GBTC Recovering vs. Tesla

Grayscale Bitcoin Trust Is Gaining the Upper Hand Over
Tesla. Bullish underpinnings for the Grayscale Bitcoin Trust
(GBTC) are gaining legs, we believe, as it outpaced Tesla by
almost 50% this year. The increasing probability for Bitcoin
ETFs in the U.S. is supporting the price but contributed to a
shift to discount in GBTC. Even so, the trust is one of 2021's
top-performing major on-exchange assets, helped by Tesla
buying Bitcoin.
GBTC Discount - Bitcoin Bull or Bear Signal? Despite the
deepest discount vs. the Bitcoin price in Grayscale Bitcoin
Trust's history, we see continued appreciation as the more
likely outcome. The fact that GBTC, up about 40% in 2021 to
March 25, is one of the world's top-performing major onexchange instruments should be noted as it pulls back from
the February record high. Our graphic depicts what appears
as a normal dip in a strong bull market. Declines in GBTC
toward its 50-day moving average have been enticing
responsive buyers.
GBTC 50-Day Moving Average Holding Support

Our graphic depicts the recovering GBTC-to-Tesla price ratio
and 260-day volatility on GBTC appearing to bottom just
below 1-to-1 vs. the same measure for Tesla.
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{CRYP} Page on the Bloomberg Terminal

(8pm NY, April 5)
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Market Access data on BI COMD

(8pm, NY, April 5)
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